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Civil Jury Verdicts 
  Complete and timely coverage of civil
jury verdicts including circuit, division,
presiding judge, parties, case number,
attorneys and results.
  

Products Liability - The plaintiff

suffered devastating abdominal and
lower extremity injuries after being
involved in a head-on collision with a
drunk driver – the plaintiff blamed
Nissan (the manufacturer of the SUV
her husband was driving) and blamed
her injuries on a combination of a seat
belt defect and a collapsing seat – a
Stanford jury found a defect and also
assessed punitive damages of $2.5
million against Nissan
Maddox v. Nissan, 10-82
Plaintiff: Richard W. Hay and Sarah 
Hay Knight, Law Office of Richard Hay,
Somerset and Paul Long, Stanford
Defense: David T. Schaefer and Anne 
K. Guillory, Dinsmore & Shohl,
Louisville
Verdict: $6,182,210 for plaintiff 
assessed 70% to Nissan

Court: Lincoln, J. Tapp, 
12-16-11

    It was 6-6-09 and Amanda Maddox,
then age 35 and a nurse, was a passenger
with her husband, Dwayne.  They were
returning home after a night out for
dinner.  Dwayne was driving a 2001
Nissan Pathfinder on U.S. 127 near
Don’s Market just south of Junction City. 
Edward Sapp of Louisville approached
from the opposite direction.  
    Sapp was drunk and driving on the
wrong side of the road.  Sapp struck the
Maddox vehicle nearly head-on – his
speed would later be measured at 60
mph.  The Maddox SUV was traveling at
some 37-40 mph.  It was a significant
collision.  Sapp was killed.
    Dwayne was hurt too – he suffered a
heel fracture but otherwise walked away
from the crash.  Amanda was badly hurt. 
During the process of the collision and
working in combination, her seat
collapsed and the load limiter on her seat
belt released too far.  This allowed
Amanda to submarine under her seat 

belt.
    Her leg struck the dashboard and her
femur was pushed back through her hip
socket.  This also affected her sciatic
nerve and Amanda has a permanent foot
drop.  Her sternum, rib and pelvis were
also fractured.
    Amanda’s most serious injury would
be to her abdomen.  At the time of the
crash, Amanda was post-status after a
gastric bypass.  The crash disrupted this
surgery and Amanda was hospitalized
130 days and underwent 75 surgeries. 
Her abdominal injury was grotesque and
the wound remained open for some six

months.  She still has an ugly scar.
    Amanda’s medical bills were
$1,249,210 and she sought $50,000 more
for future care.  Her lost wages were
$80,000.  A vocational expert (Ralph
Crystal, Lexington) valued her
impairment at $1,053,000.  She also
claimed $2.5 million each for both past
and future suffering.
    Amanda sued Nissan in this lawsuit
and alleged the Pathfinder was defective
regarding both its design and the failure
to provide adequate warnings.  Her
theory focused that in testing the car’s
safety, Nissan’s design was geared to 
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